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1. Statement of the Case.

The parties to this action, on October 11, 1907, ex-

ecuted a written contract for the sale of a cargo of

Tahiti copra, per sailing vessel, viz., the brig **Lur-

line". On the day when the contract was signed,

the brig was en route from Puget Sound to Taiohae,

and/or Papeete, a few days out, laden with a cargo

of lumber, as plaintiff in error knew (pp. 84-85).



Tahiti copra is copra produced in the Society Islands

or in the Marquesas Islands (p. 94).

The subject-matter of the sale was, in the contract,

described as "a full cargo of Tahiti copra of fair av-

" erage quality^ per hrig 'LiirUne^ notv en route
'' from Piiget Sound to Taiohae and/or Papeete",

The place of delivery was specified to be ^*on quay

in San Francisco".

The brig sailed to Taiohae and thence to Papeete,

where she arrived on December 1, 1907. There she

loaded part of her cargo of copra, then, on December

17, 1907, sailed for Taiohae, where she completed the

loading of her cargo of copra on January 20, 1908.

Thence she sailed, on January 21, 1908, on her re-

turn voyage to San Francisco, where she arrived,

with a full cargo of Tahiti copra of the required

quality on board, on February 22, 1908 (p. 25).

When the cargo was tendered to plaintiff in error,

the latter refused to accept or pay for the same,

upon which breach of contract this action is founded.

Defendant in error complied exactly and literally

with the contract by tendering '^a full cargo of Ta-

" hiti copra of fair a/verage quality, Hale quale\ on
^' quay in San Francisco, per hrig ^Lurline' ;'''' and it

is admitted that, on October 11, 1907, the date of the

contract, the brig was, in fact, *^en route from Puget

Sound to Taiohae and/or Papeete".



2. Points in Issue.

Plaintiff in error claims the right to reject the

cargo on the ground that the brig, after loading part

of her cargo at Papeete, completed her loading at

Taiohae, instead of returning from Papeete directly

to San Francisco; and on the further ground that

the cargo was not tendered within a reasonable time.

These contentions clearly involve a construction of

the contract.

Plaintiff in error contends first, that the article

tendered by us was not ^Hhe very article itself which

was purchased", on account of an alleged deviation

of the brig ; and second^ that, at any rate, the tender

of the article on quay in San Francisco was not made

within a reasonable time. The other points made by

plaintiff in error are negligible.

Before discussing these contentions, we submit

that the intention of the parties is definitely revealed

by the expressions used in their contract, and that it

is entirely unnecessary to resort to outside evidence

to make this intention clear. The most casual read-

ing of the contract must satisfy any unbiased mind

that the parties intended to insist upon the follow-

ing agreements, and no other ones, by the language

which they used

:

First. That the brig, on October 11, 1907, was in

fact en route from Puget Sound to Taiohae and/or

Papeete. (The existence of this fact is conceded.)



Second. That the outward voyage should be ^^To

Taiohae and/or Papeete".

Thied. That Taiohae and/or Papeete, at any rate,

should be permissible loading ports.

Plaintiff in error adds conditions and warranties

to the contract which not only are not expressed in it,

but which are either expressly or impliedly excluded

from it.

3. Brief of the Argument.

a. THERE WAS NO WARRANTY THAT THE BRIG MUST LOAD

HER FULL CARGO IN PAPEETE AND RETURN THENCE

DIRECTLY TO SAN FRANCISCO.

The contract does not define the whole voyage of

the brig to the loading ports and back to San Fran-

cisco, but only her outward voyage for the delivery

of her cargo of lumber.

*^It defines the outward voyage'', as counsel in-

sisted at the trial (p. 46) . At that time counsel w^as

obviously unwilling to concede that the contract de-

fines anything beyond the outward voyage, objecting

that it do'es not even, "in any m.anner, refer to the

" ports of loading; * * ^ it does not mention

" ports of loading at all" (p. 46). Since then coun-

sel have changed their mind as to the bearing and

extent of this contract. Under their present conten-

tion the contract defines the return voyage, and con-

tains a condition precedent, or ivarranty^ that the

return voyage should be from Papeete direct to San



Francisco. Of course such a ''warranty" is not dis-

coverable on the face of this contract by the most

powerful microscope, and it is therefor argued that

the much-needed warranty is ''necessarily and le-

gally implied''^ (Brief, p. 16).

\i would have been easy for the intelligent parties

to this action to express this, or any other condition

or w^arranty, upon which they intended to rely ; they

could have said ''now en route to Taiohae and/or

" Papeete, and warranted to return directl>y to San
" Francisco with a full cargo". They did not say

so, and presumably had no intention to make such a

condition. Kence the necessity for the argument

that this "warranty'' is "necessarily and legally im-

plied''; that, "if it clearly appears by necessary im-

" plication from what is stated in the contract that

" the ship will sail for San Francisco, that act be-

" comes a part of the agreement, even though the

" w^ords actually so saying be not found" (Brief,

p. 18).

In eiiect this argument is: AVe admit that the

cargo tendered is, in every respect, in accordance

with the terms of the contract, except that it was

carried to San Francisco by one sailing route, where-

as it should have arrived by another; and w^e admit

that no condition precedent that it should have been

so carried by the other sailing route is expressed in

the contract by words actually so saying; but we

claim that it is implied by law.
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If now we look at the contract, we find that, bv its

express terms, plaintiff in error was bound to accept

the goods, if (i) goods of the agreed quality arrived
^* on quay in San Francisco, per brig ^Lurline' ";

and if (ii) in fact, the ^^Lurline" was ^^en route

from Puget Sound to Taiohae and/or Papeete", on

October 11, 1907. It is conceded that both of these

conditions were strictly and literally satisfied. Hence,

if the Court consults what the contract expresses,

there is no defense to this action for breach of con-

tract ; for the article which was tendered to plaintiff

in error answers the description perfectly.

Plaintiff in error asks the Court not only to insert

a term in this written contract which is not in it, but

to insert a term, which is in conflict with express pro-

visions of the contract. In the last paragraph it is

expressly stipulated that the contract shall ^4iold

'^ good if the goods, or any portion thereof, be tran-

'' shipped and arrive in other vessel or vessels". If

an accident had happened to the '^Lurline" at Pa-

peete, and her copra cargo had been transhipped

into a vessel that carried it to San Francisco via

Taiohae, plaintiff in error would be bound to receive

it on quay at San Francisco. The only condition

imiposed is that the goods should '^arrive'\ not that

they should arrive by any specified route. Again,

counsel's contention is in conflict with the last ex-

press provision of the contract: ^*In the case of loss

of vessel, contract to be void". That was tlie case,

the only case stipulated by the parties, in which the



contract was to be void ; in every other case it was to

be valid.

The contract expressly provided that it should be

valid, if

(i) the vessel arrived; and

(ii) the goods, on arrival, were on board.

Johnson v. Macdonald, 9 M. & W. 600 (Benja-

min, Sales, p. 583).

It is directly in the face of this express agreement

that an effort is made to persuade the Court to adopt

a contradictory construction by inserting words,

" even though the words actually so saying be not

" found".

If it be true, as counsel held at the trial, that the

contract is silent as to the loading of the cargo, the

law identifies this silence with an undertaking That

the ^^ Tahiti copra" must be loaded in the customary

way, and defendant is precluded from claiming that

the vessel must find her cargo in a particular way,

viz., a full cargo at Papeete, whence she must return

directly to San Francisco.

No implied condition precedent that the goods

tendered must have arrived by the direct sailing

route from Papeete to San Francisco finds room in

the contract side by side with its express stipula-

tions.

The authorities cited by our learned opponents

do not support their contention. ^^The identity of



the goods offered with those bargained for'^ (Brief,

p. 21) is the test upon which these authorities insist,

and upon which we are content to stand. The w^hole

question is: Were the goods offered ''a full cargo of

*^ Tahiti copra of fair average quality, tale quale, on

" quay in San Francisco, per brig ^Lurline', (on

" October 11, 1907) en route from Puget Sound to

" Taiohae and/or Papeete"? Our opponents must

admit that the goods offered were identical with that

description.

The authorities cited are Ellis v. Thompson, 2 M.

& W. 452 ; Filley v. Pope, 115 U. S. 213, Norrington

V. Wright, 115 U. S. 188, and Boives v, Shand, 2

App. Gas. 455, and we bow to the principles applied

in these celebrated cases. In Ellis v. Thompson the

Court held, in effect, that goods shipped from an

inland place at the date of the contract, to be carried

to a seaport and thence to London, are not the iden-

tical goods contracted for and described as shipped

at the seaport on that day. In Filley v. Pope the

Supreme Court held that a contract of sale of pig

iron, ^^ shipment from Glasgow", is not fulfilled by

tendering pig iron shipped from Leith. In Boives

V. Shand the House of Lords held that a contract to

sell rice ^^to be shipped during the month of March
'' and April" is not fulfilled by tendering rice ship-

ped in February. The principle governing all these

cases is picturesquely stated by Lord Cairns as

follows

:



''It you contract to sell peas, you cannot
oblige a party to take beans; if the description

of the article tendered is different in any re-

spect, it is not the article bargained for."

Mr. Benjamin (Sales, p. 592) explains this state-

ment in the words

:

^^What the learned lord means is that no part
of the description should fail, not that the fail-

ure of any incident or stipulation would neces-

sarily be a failure of part of the description.
j>

In the case at bar the cargo tendered corre-

.sponded with the description "si full cargo of Tahiti

'' copra of fair average quality, tale quale, on quay
'' at San Francisco, per brig Lurline", no matter if

it came from Papeete to San Francisco direct or via

Taiohae. Even if the contract had, after the words
'' now en route from Puget Soimd to Taiohae and/
" or Papeete", added the words: ^ Whence back to

San Francisco", such a provision would not, like

time of shipment or place of shipment, be part of

the description, but would, in our opinion, be at most

a mere incident in the transportation of the goods.

When the prpper article is shipped at the proper

time and in the proper place, the goods are identi-

fied as the ones contracted for; whether they are

carried from Papeete by one sailing route or an-

other does not go to the root of the matter, but

affects it at most partially, and is capable of being

compensated for in dam.ages. It would not be a

valid ground for a rescission of the contract. In

other words, the doctrine of deviation, borrowed
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from the law of marine insurance, has no place in

the law of sales.

What teas the article agreed to be bought, as de-

fined by the cases above cited? The contract an-

swers the question: ^^A full cargo of Tahiti copra

'^ of fair average quality, tale quale, per brig Lur-

*' line", described to be ^^now en route to Taiohae

and/or Papeete". What was the article tendered to

plaintiff in error on quay in San Francisco? ^^A

" full cargo of Tahiti copra of fair average quality,

'' tale quale, per brig ^LurlineV w^hich, at the time

of the contract, was correctly described as being ^^en

route to Taiohae and/or Papeete". The thing ten-

dered was identical with the thing contracted for; it

was *Hhe same article that they had bargained for".

Distorting the ^^rule of identity and what apper-

tains to identity" (Brief, p. 26), counsel argue that

the only copra which defendant w^as bound to accept

was Tahiti copra which arrived in the Lurline from

Papeete on the most direct sailing course to San

Francisco; that the route by which the copra arrived

was part of its description. It is a description by

silence, supplied by defendant's imagination. The

contract made by the parties describes the outward

voyage of the ^^ Lurline" for the purpose of dis-

charging her cargo of lumber. What she is to do

after having discharged her outward cargo, is:

First, to find a full cargo of Tahiti copra, and sec-

ond, to deliver it on quay at San Francisco. Hoiv

she is to fulfill these tw^o requirements, the contract
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dees not specify. Very often parties to a mercantile

contract do not specify in their writing customs or

usages of the trade with reference to which they con-

tract, such as the customary mode of m.anufacturing

the goods, or the customary mode of collecting the

articles ; in such cases it is intended that the ettrrent

usage on the subject of manufacturing, or gathering,

the goods is an implied term of the contract.

^*In all contracts, as to the subject-matter of

which known usages prevail, parties are found
to proceed with the tacit assumption of these

usages; they commonly reduce into writing the

special particulars of their agreement, but omit
to specify these known usages, which are in-

cluded, however, as of course, by mutual under-
standing/'

Lord Coleridge in Brotvn v. Byrne, 3 E. & B.

703.

The evidence shows what the custom was in ob-

taining a cargo of Tahiti copra in the copra islands,

and that the ^^Lurline" gathered her cargo in the

customiary manner; also that she, as soon as she had

a full cargo, proceeded directly to San Francisco and

tendered her cargo to defendant on quay in San

Francisco.

b. THE WRITTEN CONTRACT CANNOT BE EXTENDED, OR MOD-

IFIED, BY THE PRELIMINARY CORRESPONDENCE OF THE

PARTIES.

After straining the written contract to the break-

ing point, and adding words and meanings which are
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absent, defendant attempts to extend and modify its

import by parol evidence.

In that part of defendant's brief wMcli covers

article II, beginning on page 27, it is stated that "the

" Court ruled that the communications which passed

* * between the parties prior to the signing of the con-

" tract could not be admitted except for the purpose

" of indicating to the jury what should be taken to

* ^ be a reasonable time, but not to contradict the con-

" tract" (p. 27), and that ^Hhe Court charged the

" jury that they might be considered on the point of

'' reasonable time" (p. 35).

Defendant, dissatisfied with this, now contends

that the preliminary letters should have been admit-

ted as jjar^ of the contract, ^^for the purpose of

" placing the Court in the position of being able to

'^ read the contract". The Court is here invited to

disregard an elementary rule of law and to look out-

side of the contract in order to determine its mean-

ing.

We confidently submit that this invitation must be

declined with the same firmness with which the law

rejects the attempt involved in counsers first point,

viz., to read words into the contract which are not in

it, and to strike out others which are express parts

thereof. The rule that a fonnal written contract be-

tween the parties supersedes all prior negotiations

and agreements, and that oral testimony of prior and

contemporaneous promises will not be admitted, is so

elementary that it is hardly necessary to cite authori-
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ties. Seitz v. Refrigerating Co., 141 U. S. 517, and

Godkin v. Monahan, 83 Fed. 116, settle the matter in

the Federal Courts, and the following is an excellent

statement of the doctrine taken from Germain Fruit

Co. V. Armsby Co., 153 Cal. 585:

*^If it (the writing) imports on its face to be a
complete expression of the whole agreement

—

that is, contains such language as imports a com-
plete legal obligation—it is to be presumed that

the parties have introduced into it every mate-
rial item and term; and parol evidence cannot be
admitted to add another term to the agreement,
although the writing contains nothing on the
particular one to which • parol evidence is di-

rected. The rule forbids to add by parol when
the writing is silent, as well as to vary when it

speaks."

We proceed to discuss the authorities relied upon

by defendant.

The case of Davison v. Van Lingen, 113 U. S. 40

(p. 28), is a case of construction of a contract. The

question was: AVhat is the meaning of the words
** now sailed, or about to sail, from Beiiizal with
^' cargo for Philadelphia." The Court held that, in

order to have ^'sailed tvith cargo'', she must have had

her cargo on board, so, if it is agreed she is about to

sail tvith cargo, the meaning is, that she 1ms her cargo

on board, and is ready to sail. To read this conclu-

sion, the Court did not for one moment look up from

th-e exact words used, nor supply words which' were

not in the contract. It did not need or use prior

conversations, so that it might properly read the

words quoted. Nor is the fact that a lower Court
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may give an erroneous construction to a contract a

good reason for maintaining that ^'the language was
susceptible of a double meaning".

In Peiscli v, Dixon (p. 29) plaintiff offered parol

evidence to help out his construction of a written

contract. Judge Story admitted it provisionally,

" reserving the right to direct the jury to disregard

" it, if it shall hereafter appear to me inadmissible".

Thereafter he instructed the jury very properly that
*^ the agreement relied on in the present case is in

" writing, and the construction of it is a mere ques-
^' tion of law for the determination of the Court".

He thereupon proceeded to instruct the jury as to

what its meaning was, as derived from the expres-

sions used in the contract.

In Pacific Coast Co. v, Yukon Transportation Co.,

155 Fed. 29, decided by this Court, the bill of lading

provided that the cargo of the steamer ^^ Senator"

was ^'to be delivered at the port, place or landing

of St. Michaels". When the steamer arrived at des-

tination, the harbor was not accessible on account of

ice, and she therefore carried her cargo back to Seat-

tle instead of waiting till the port should be free

from ice. It seems to us that the agreement itself,

without parol evidence, was sufficient to place upon

the steamer the duty ^^to deliver at the port", and

that her return to Seattle was a non-performance of

that duty. Without looking outside of the contract,

the Court was able to decide that cargo ^Ho be de-

livered at Nome", means, cargo to be delivered at
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Nome at the termination of this voyage, and not a

subsequent voyage. The evidence of prior parol

agreements simply tended to confirm the natural

meaning of the contract, and its admission could do

no harm. However, the fact emphasized by this

Court, that '^the bills of lading were issued after

'' the goods had been delivered on board the Senator,

'' and after they had passed from the control of the

" shipper'', is sufficient to show that the real con-

tract between the parties was the oral contract; and

if so, it could of course be shown in evidence.

There is nothing in the cases cited, or any of them,

to give color to the claim that the previous letters

can be considered in construing the formal contract

signed between the parties. It is safe to say that

every well considered case in point holds emphat-

ically that such letters are never available as parts of

a later contract formally executed. Even though

the rule is that, generally speaking, the circum-

stances in which the parties were placed when they

made the writing, may be shown as throwing light

upon the transaction evidenced by the writing, it is

a universal principle that prior statements of the

parties cannot be considered in the determination of

the question, what their contract is, except only in

one single case. This single exception is that of a

latent ambiguity, or equivocation, and it does not op-

erate in this case for two reasons: First, because,

assuming a case of equivocation, the admissible prior

statements must be declarations of fact, and not, as
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here, iiiei'^ expressions of expectation and surmise

(Stange v. Wilson, 17 Midi. 350), least of all sur-

mise that was palpably improbable; and secondly,

because we have before us not a case of equivocation,

but a contract which defines completely every obliga-

tion to be performed by the parties thereto. Coun-

sel seems to conclude that, because this contract is

silent as to the time and manner of loading the Ta-

hiti copra, and sailing route of the ^^Lurline" after

arriving at her destination for the discharge of her

outv^ard cargo, the parties intended the document

expressly signed by them as their contract not to be

the whole contract, but only a part of it. Such a

view is flagrantly opposed to settled principles. The

true view is that the silence respecting the time of

the tender of the cargo on quay at San Francisco is

tantamount with a positive stipulation that the ten-

der must be made v/ithin a reasonable time ; that the

silence respecting the manner of loading is tanta-

mount with a positive stipulation that the vessel

must be loaded in accordance with the customs and

usages of the copra trade. Any attempt to show, by

evidence aliunde, that the tender was to be made on

a specific day, or that the loading was to proceed in

a specific sequence, is an attempt to contradict the

implied, j^et positive, stipulations of the contract.

The attempt to construe the meaning of the con-

tract by ^^ subsequent transactions and com^munica-

tions" (Brief, p. 33), is m.ade directly in the face of

first principles of ^^a well established rule, never
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questioned". Declarations of intention are not to

be consulted, even if made prior to the contract

{1 Crreenleaf, 16th edition, Sec. 305 K). The writ-

ing alone is the legal act. This principle applies

with particular force to declarations subsequently

made ; if they could reflect any light upon the inten-

tion of the parties when the written contract is

m^ade, no written contract could be safely considered

as the legal act of the parties, as the rnonumxent of

their agreement. But apart from law, there is a

patent fallacy in the logic used in this part of the ar-

gument. The letter was written November 16th, or

15 days before the ^^Lurline" arrived in Papeete.

Assuming it to be a fact that, on November 16th,

there were 100 tons of copra available for shipment

in Papeete, and that plaintiff could have known this

fact (the evidence shows nothing of the kind), it

does not follow that plaintiff could, before Novem-

ber 16, m.ake any "-finding that it could load only 105

tons at Papeete" after December 1st. In the two

intervening weeks the situation would be expected to

change. The evidence shows that ^Hhe ports at

which a sailing boat touches are hard to reach by

mail, and it is not always the case that a cargo is

available; it sometimes happens that a cargo is

picked up at several ports ; it is not always possi-

ble that the cargo is ready" (p. 91). One of the

uncertainties to be expected in this trade is that the

vessel must *4oad a cargo of Tahiti copra in the

" islands wherever she can find it, and then return to

" San Francisco" (p. 93). ^^The term Tahiti copra
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'' applies to copra produced from those groups of

" islands generally in the neighborhood of Tahiti.
u * -)e * Small boats accumulate from the neigh-
'' boring islands and unload at certain shipping
'' ports" (p. 97). Again, the letters exchanged on

January 28 and 29, 1908, can have no bearing upon
the question : What was the meaning of the written

contract signed by the parties on October 11, 1907?

Defendant's understanding of it in January is cer-

tainly not evidence that could aid the Court in con-

struing its objective meaning. The intention of the

parties must be found exclusively from the expres-

sion of that intention as contained in their formal

contract.

c. We have shown that there is nothing in the agree-

ment from which it can be gathered that the parties

intended that the voyage of the cargo sold should be-

gin at Papeete, and that it should he a direct voyage

to San Francisco, W'e have shown further that a

denial of the right of the ^^Lurline" to complete her

loading of copra at Taiohae is in flagrant conflict

with two plain provisions of the contract : First, the

provision implied by law from the silence as to any

particular sequence in following her loading ports,

that she could follow the customary method of pick-

ing up her full cargo in the copra islands ^Svherever

'^ she can find it, and then return to San Francisco"

(p. 93) ; and Second, the provisions expressed in the

contract, at the end thereof, which sp-ecify when, and

when only, the contract shall be void.
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Behind this so-called '^deviation" from Papeete to

Taiohae there lies really the question of reasonable

time to be consumed in loading the cargo and return-

ing therewith to San Francisco. The sailing route

by which these goods arrived cannot aflfect their

quality or character, except in so far as it determines

the question as to whether they w^ere tendered to the

buyer within a reasonable time under the contract.

The jury, in the light of all the circumstances, in-

cluding the letters of October 9th and 10th, found

that delivery was offered within a reasonable time.

In our opinion we should have been justified in

asking the Court for an instruction that, under the

evidence, the tender was made within a reasonable

time as a matter of law ; but w^e were willing to take

the chance of leaving this question with the jury, so

confident were we of the effect of the evidence. The

question of reasonable time, in this case, could have

been settled by the Court, for the reason, first, that

the facts were undisputed, and second, that the ques-

tion of reasonable time is, under the issues raised by

defendant's answer, conclusively determined by the

construction given to the contract with respect to the

alleged deviation.

The answer alleges that, ^^by so doing'' (returning

to Taiohae), ^Hhe said cargo was not delivered to

defendant wdthin a reasonable time" (p. 16), and

again, ^^by reason of said deviation and violation of

*^ said warranty, the said cargo of Tahiti copra, per
'^ the said brig ^Lurline', was in the delivery thereof
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*^ to defendant at San Francisco, delayed two months
'' or thereabouts" (p. 18). In other words, this de-

fence identifies the ^^ deviation" and delay; it al-

leges that the number of days required by going

from Papeete to Taiohae was a ^^ delay", an unrea-

sonable exp'enditure of time. It follows, therefore,

that this question of reasonable time is a mere cor-

rollary of the fundamental question, whether, by a

proper construction of the contract, the ^^Lurline"

had the right, after partly loading at Papeete, to

complete her loading at Taiohae before returning to

San Francisco. After the Court has once decided

that there was no breach of warranty by deviation, it

follows as a necessary conclusion that the time con-

sumed in fulfilling \}\q contract was reasonable, for it

appears nowhere in evidence that any time was lost

in sailing or loading.

It is not true, under any aspect of the case, that

the result of proceeding from Papeete to Taiohae

w^as a going back, or a ^4oss of thirty-eight days".

The route from Taiohae to San Francisco is very

much shorter than the route from Papeete to San

Francisco; therefore, if the ^^Lurline" consumed 23

days in proceeding from Papeete to Taiohae, she

thereby arrived at a place nearer to San Francisco,

and from which the voyage to San Francisco was

correspondingly shorter than the voyage from

Papeete to San Francisco. It follows from this

that the time added by completing the loading at

Taiohae is less than 23 days, or considerably less
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than the margin that is customarily allowed for a

voyage of this length by sailing vessel. In other

words, had the ^'Lurline" loaded a full cargo at

Papeete and thence returned directly to San Fran-

cisco, without touching at Papeete, and had she,

owing to conditions of wind and iveatJier, arrived in

San Francisco on February 22nd, defendant could

not have made the objection that she did not, under

the contract, arrive within a reasonable time. De-

fendant would have been bound to accept the cargo.

The argument that ^*an insurance policy issued on
*' its cargo to the defendant, which should be based

'' on the voyage described in the contract, would be

'' nullified by the voyage actually made, by reason of

'' the deviation'' (Brief, pp. 17, 37), involves the as-

sumption that the contract in suit contains a w^ar-

ranty not to go from Papeete to Taiohae, and there-

fore begs the question.

The argument of counsel places great reliance up-

on the cases of Ellis v. Thompson^ Cocker v.

Franklin Co. and Stange v. Wilson, and it be-

comes therefore important to examine the doctrine

of these cases. We resx)ectfully submit that the

learned judge who tried the case at bar followed

with great care in the footsteps of these authorities,

and that, in at least one important respect, defendant

has reason to consider itself favored, by the in-

structions given, beyond the limits which are per-

mitted by the doctrine of Stange v. Wilson.
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The principle followed by all these cases is this:

Where the contract is in writing, but is silent as to

the time of performance, the law supplies the omis-

sion, by implying a reasonable time. In such writ-

ten sales parol evidence is not admissible to show

that a particular time for delivery was agreed upon.

Facts and circumstances attending the sale may be

shown for the purpose of determining, what is a

reasonable time; but parol evidence of opinions, ex-

pectations, etc., is barred out for any purpose.

Mecliem, Sections 1132, 1133.

In Ellis V, Tliompson, 3 M. & W. 452 (1838),

there was a written contract providing for the sale

of lead, to be delivered in London. The broker

stated to the buyer that the lead ivas ready for

shipment, and that Gloucester and Liverpool were

the usual ports of shipment, to London. It was

held, that the parol representation of the broker,

that the lead was ready for shipment, was admissi-

ble in evidence, not to vary the tvritten contract, but

as one of the data from which the reasonableness

of the time could be determined. It will be no-

ticed that the statement of the broker was the state-

ment of an alleged fact.

The distinction between statements of facts, re-

ceivable to determine the question of reasonable

time of performance of a contract, and mere ^^state-

'' ments of opinion and probabilities, uttered by a

^* young man, sanguine in his expectations, and,

'* without doubt, honorably made", is emphasized



by Judge Story in Cocker- v. Manufacturing Co.,

3 Sumn. 530 (1839). The written contract in that

case did not specify any time at which the goods

sold were to be delivered. It was held:

1. The law implies a contract that they should be

delivered within a reasonable time.

2. No evidence is admissible to prove a specific

time at which they were to be delivered.

Parol evidence was admitted to show the circum-

stances under which the contract was made, and

what the parties thought was a reasonable time

for performing it, just as, in the present case, "the

" judge charged the jury that they might be con-

" sidered on the point of reasonable time" (Brief,

p. 35).

A more recent case on this subject, and one mak-

ing unanswerable discriminations, which are exactly

applicable to the case at bar, is

Stange v, Wilson, 17 Mich. 341 (1868).

In that case there was a written contract for the

manufacture of iron work to be used in a building.

No tim^e of performance was specified. Parol evi-

dence was ofiered, on behalf of the buyer, of a con-

tem.poraneous agreemicnt that the iron should be

furnished at specified times.

The Court held, that the evidence -was properly

excluded.

It was claimed, on the argument, that the evidence

was admissible on two grounds: 1. To remedy the
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omission in the \vritten contract. 2. To show tvhat

was a reasonable time.

On the first point Judge Campbell says:

^^Where the written agreement is left in that

indefinite shape, an agreement to make it defi-

nite is an agreement to alter it, and this cannot
be done by contemporaneous parol understand-
ing.

'

'

On the second point the Court, while recognizing

its greater plausibility, ruled likewise that the evi-

dence must be excluded.

It was offered to show that, at the time of making

the written contract, it was agreed, by parol, that

the work should be finished as fast as it might he

required hy the reasons and carpenters. Judge

Campbell said:

^^It seems to me that it has no real tendency
to show what time is reasonable, either alone, or

as a step in natural connection with any other

proof proposed or relevant ^ * -^^ To prove,

when a reasonable time is agreed upon, that at

the same time it is understood what time would
be reasonable, is equivalent to proving they
agreed on that time either absolutely or condi-

tionally, but it is no proof whatever of the only

important point, which is, whether the time was
really reasonable. Opinions are excluded from
evidence because they are conclusions which
the Court or jury are to draw for themselves.
* * "^ They are only binding when the ex-

pression of an opinion is equivalent to the as-

sertion of a fact. But in this case a fact is

sought to be deduced from an opinion, when
the existence of the opinion itself is only in-

ferred from an agreement, and when the agree-

ment is void."
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The Michigan Court, on this particular point,

disapproves the case of Cocker v. Franklin Co.,

and would not admit such letters us tvere offered

in the case at bar even for the purpose of shotving

reasonable time of pe^rformance. It refers to

Ellis V. Thompson as announcing the true doctrine,

that the facts on which the parties acted, and the

assertions of one concerning the existence of facts

on which the others relied, may always be shown to

explain their conduct, and to show the basis of their

action, but adds significantly:

"Proof of facts is a very different tiling

from proof of promises/'

In conclusion the Court says:

^^ There is in none of these cases, nor in any
others that I have found (except the case in 3rd
Sumner), any intimation that the proof, which
was not valid to prove new terms to an agree-
ment, was valid to affect it indirectly, by rais-

ing presumptions concerning the belief or ex-

pectation of the parties. It is hardly possible

that such a case of testimony would have eluded
the ingenuity of so many learned courts and
counsel, if it is really admissible. And if such
proof is to be received, it is manifest that the
rule excluding parol evidence will become very
difficult and uncertain in its application, if not
entirely useless. The distinction is too refined
to be safe, and the presumption required too re-

mote and contingent to furnish any substantial
foundation for legal judgment."

Vv^e submit that it is impossible to answer the

reasoning of the Court in this case, and that the case

is the final authority on this subject. We submit.
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therefore, that defendant received an advantage to

which it was not entitled, when the letters of October

9 and October 10 were placed before the jury or

considered by the Court for any purpose.

In Johnson's Adm, v, McCune, 27 Mo., 171, it was

held that

A letter offering employment on board a boat in

process of construction, stating that the writer
^
^ex-

pects'' the boat to be out by a certain tune, cannot

be construed to be a warranty that the boat would

be out by that, or any other particular time.

In Bold V, Eainor, 1 M. & W. 343, a broker stated:

^^We have this day bought for you certain

goods, to be delivered ex C, expected to arrive

about November or December.''

It was held, that this statement of expectation was

not a part of the contract. We submit that even if

the phrase, that ^^the ^Lurline' is expected to be dis-

'' patched from Papeete to San Francisco sometime
'' this fall, and we look for her arrival on or about
^^ December 15th'' were embodied in the written con-

tract of October 11, 1907, it would not have the effect

claimed by our learned opponents.

In answer to the points raised by plaintiff in error

we have shown:

1. That we did tender 'Hhe very article itself

which was purchased", viz.: *^a full cargo of Tahiti

** copra of fair average quality, tale quale, on quay
'' in San Francisco, per Brig ^Lurline' " (the latter
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being, on October 11, 1907, *^en route from Puget

Sound to Taiohae and/or Papeete")? ^^d. thereby

fulfilled the implied warranty of identity of the

goods sold.

2. That the contract called for tender of the goods

within a reasonable time, and that the jury found

that they were in fact tendered within a reasonable

time. That the attempt to show, by parol evidence,

that the goods should have been tendered at a par-

fictilar time, is foreclosed by established principles

of law.

A recapitulation of the leading features of this

case shows that the apparent difficulties which have

been injected into it have their origin rather in the

ingenuity of the defense made than in any inherent

complication. The case is simple in its facts, and

the principles of law governing it are few and easily

applied. The whole case hinges upon the interpre-

tation and construction of a mercantile contract.

There are three stages provided in this contract

:

First. The outward voyage of the ^^Lurline" with

her cargo of lumber, to be carried to the islands

where the schooner was to load her full cargo of

Tahiti copra. This part of the transaction contains

the only warranty in the contract, for the obvious

reason that it was susceptible of being reduced to

sufficient certainty, viz. : that the Brig ^^Lurline'^ was
'' en route from Puget Sound to Taiohae and/or
^^ Papeete".
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Second. The securing of the subject-matter of

the sale, viz.: ^^a full cargo of Tahiti copra''. The

contract does not specify the mode or order of secur-

ing it, for the obvious reason that this phase of the

transaction, by the custom of the trade, involved

necessary uncertainty, as the evidence shows. The

legal effect is, that the cargo must be secured in the

manner customary in the copra trade. The evidence

shows that it was so secured.

Thied. The homeward voyage of the ^^Lurline"

with her cargo of Tahiti copra to the place of deliv-

ery, on quay in San Francisco. Again the contract

does not specifically describe this voyage, either as to

place of beginning, time of beginning or duration,

for the obvious reason that the parties to the con-

tract knew the necessary uncertainties in that regard

and intended to agree that all these item-S should be

met in a customary and reasonable way.

We submit that the problems involved in this case

must, by legal necessity, be solved in the manner in

which they were solved in the court below; that th'e

questions submitted to the jury were susceptible of

only one ansv/er, and that, if the jur}^ had answered

them in any other way, the verdict would be set aside

by the Court. We submit that the judgment of the

Circuit Court should be affirmed, with costs to de-

fendant in error.

Respectfully submitted,

Louis T. Hengstler,

Attorney for Defendant in Error,


